In the school he is in a class younger than himself. This suits Howard perfectly as he likes to associate with younger children. He disobeys the directions of the teacher. In spelling when given a word
In his arithmetic work it was noted that frequently he wrote numbers backwards. He would also reverse digits. In writing 81, he would put down 8 and then put one to the left of it.
His speech also was infantile. He had difficulty with tli, g and c. This slight mutilation is readily corrected. The instruction given in one lesson proved sufficent. Further practice will soon eliminate this defect in articulation.
In appearance he has been neat and clean, in disposition agreeable. His teacher found him easy to work with. The only thing of which she could complain was his fluctuating attention and his lack of motivation on certain days.
A conference between the mother and the Clinic teacher brought out the fact that at home Howard is a disciplinary problem. His motivation for school work will not be improved but will rather suffer as a result of his continuance in the second grade with tasks that constitute no real challenge to his abilities. Neither will his behavior in school improve unless he has real work to do. In discipline he needs firmness coupled with encouragement. His emotionalized inattentiveness may be changed to emotionalized attention when the boy is properly motivated, actively challenged and firmly disciplined. Howard, finally, is an illustration of a familiar situation?that good intellectual quality without the factors of attention, intention and purpose will not carry one as far as a more moderate congenital endowment plus the emotional drive of interest and the will to learn.
